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2016: A Year of Surprises



Poll Question #1



Key Market Themes for 2017 
Politics and Policy

 US as G10 Outlier

 Fiscal easing, monetary tightening, deregulation bias

 Deflation to reflation shift globally

 Political risk as an important driver of markets

 Rising nationalism & inward-looking policy

 Trade, immigration

 China policy toolkit constraints

 Fiscal easing, FX policy, capital controls, reform agenda



Key Market Themes for 2017
Markets

 Market regime change

 Rotations into equities and financials, earnings-driven equities, rate & 
yield curve paradigm shift

 Animal spirits re-awakened in markets

 Rising rates and steeper yield curve

 Resurgent US Dollar strength

 Higher and more episode volatility



Key Risks to Watch in 2017
 Dovish Fed falling behind rate curve

 Stagflation if US growth slow to materialize

 Fed or USD induced tightening of financial conditions

 Escalating US-China trade disputes / retaliatory measures

 US Dollar contagion
 EM, China, oil, exports, earnings

 European politics
 Brexit, elections, migrant crisis

 Republican failure to pass “comprehensive” tax reform

 Oil supply glut
 US production upside; OPEX production cut enforcement

 Recovery delays for commodity exporters

 Geo-political escalation
 Cyber security, failed states, terrorism



Poll Question #2



The World in 2017: GDP Forecasts



Key Policy Initiatives
Key Policy Initiative

Tax Reform / Repatriation Key Features: System, Tax rate, Cap Ex depreciation, Interest 
expense, Overseas earnings

Dodd – Frank ( Deregulation) Substantive changes to Dodd-Frank are likely to be limited. Most 
financial regs are statutes, not executive orders, and so not easily 
repealed. 

ObamaCare Repealing ObamaCare tax and spending provisions is the #1 
priority of the GOP in 2017. The path to replace is less clear, could 
be 1-3 years, and remains a concern for many GOP leaders. 

Infrastructure Spending $1 Trillion proposed Infrastructure spending. Likely to fall short as 
fiscally conservative republicans are high unlikely to fund it

Immigration Policy

Trade Withdraw from the Trans-PacificPartnership (TPP) and renegotiate 
NAFTA

Energy Policy Pipeline approvals, Repeal the clean Power Plan (coal)



Stock Price Performance of Service Providers (IYZ)
Since Election



Poll Question #3



Industry perspective: Impact of Tax Reform 
 Lower corporate tax rate should result in significant cash flow 

benefits. 

 Need to be balanced against removal of certain deductions

 Impact on financial statements can be pretty substantial. 

 If tax rate gets lowered, SPs will be able to write down the 

liability and create ton of net worth

 Immediate expensing of tangible and intangible assets will also be 

cash flow positive. 

 However, SPs could consider delaying large capex until 

investment expensing proposals are further developed

 Limitations on interest deductibility will be cash flow negative. 

 Could lead to exploration of preferred stock in lieu of debt to 

obtain rating agency equity credit given loss of interest 

deduction makes preferred relatively less costly



Industry perspective: Deregulation
 Most compelling policy-related outcome remains the de-

regulatory aspect

 The biggest target will be net neutrality, a rule created in 2015 

that prevents internet service providers from blocking or 

discriminating against internet traffic

 Most compelling would be changes in privacy rules, giving 

carriers the same abilities and a level playing field as 

Google and Facebook for digital advertising/ data

 Expectations will be for industry capex to pick up should there 

be a net neutrality repeal or other pro-capex policies



Industry perspective: Other Key Policy Initiatives
 M&A: Borrowing costs could get less appealing but regulators 

maybe open for large (or even horizontal) consolidation

 Sprint/ T-Mobile: In a capital intensive industry such as wireless, 

the market could be more stable with three players vs four 

players

 Infrastructure spending: should be positive for the overall 

economy 

 Obamacare: If the initial focus is on ACA, could lead to potential 

delays on the de-regulation front, tax reform and infrastructure 

spending



Poll Question #4



Back Up



Make Growth Great Again



US as G10 Outlier



Market Regime Change



Animal Spirits Awaken



Equity Earnings Revival



Rates Paradigm Shift



Resurgent US Dollar



Rebalance US – China Relations
Policy Considerations



Channeling Populism



Tough on Trade
Expectations




